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What is the difference?

Oxygen cost
The volume of O2 utilized to transport the subject’s body over
one unit of distance (mLO2·kg-1·m-1)

Oxygen cost
O2 reflects the quantity of ATP used when the aerobic
metabolism provides all of the energy…

Energy cost
The amount of energy spent to transport the subject’s body
over one unit of distance (Kcal·kg-1·m-1 or J·kg-1·m-1)

Energy cost
Energy released from O2 depends on the substrate
metabolized…

di Prampero et al., Eur J Appl Physiol, 1986
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Lipids vs Carbohydrates
•

Carbohydrates have a
greater energy
equivalent than lipids

•

The increase in
carbohydrate
metabolism is
responsible for the
greater energy

RER

Kcal per Liter
O2 uptake

0.707

4.686

1

5.047

Jeukendrup and Wallis, Int J Sports Med, 2005

OMMUNICATIONS

What is the difference?
Oxygen cost
O2 reflects the quantity of ATP used when the aerobic
metabolism provides all of the energy…it is unable to
account for variations in substrate use
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Energy releasedmuscle
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O2 depends
on the
metabolized…it represents a better way to assess the
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from the generation of the motor command down to the crossbridge cycle, can be challenged under appropriate experimental
conditions and thereby contribute to the development of fatigue. For example, the decline in maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) force—a classic index of muscle fatigue—that
develops during sustained low-intensity activity is largely attributable to a reduction in the activation signal generated by
the nervous system, whereas the reduction in MVC force after
high-intensity activity is more likely due to a decline in contractile function (68,72). Indeed, much of the literature on the
physiology of fatigue is focused on exploiting a range of experimental protocols to quantify the capabilities of the neuromuscular system in various contexts (18,22,34,46,59). This
work has clearly demonstrated that the rate-limiting adjustments during fatiguing contractions vary across conditions,
which has become known as the task dependency of fatigue
(19). A critical question that emerges from this work however
is, which of these impairments limit real-world performance?
The purpose of this brief review is to present a framework
that can be used to evaluate the functional significance of
fatigue-related adjustments. The framework comprises a taxonomy that can encompass the scope of the conditions ascribed
to fatigue and a general approach to determine the influence of
fatigue on human performance. To achieve this goal, we propose that fatigue be conceptualized as a disabling symptom in
which physical and cognitive function is limited by interactions
between performance fatigability and perceived fatigability.

What does it happen with
fatigue?

contemporary scope of conditions ascribed to fatigue during
human performance. As suggested in the taxonomy proposed by Kluger et al. (37), the concept of fatigue should acknowledge its two attributes: 1) performance fatigability—the
decline in an objective measure of performance over a discrete period, and (2) perceived fatigability—changes in the
sensations that regulate the integrity of the performer (Fig. 2).
Fatigue is defined in terms of fatigability to normalize the
level of fatigue reported by an individual relative to the
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FIGURE 2—The proposed taxonomy
fatigue
as a self-reported disabling symptom derived from two interdependent
attributes: perceived fatigability and performance fatigability. Each of
the attributes has two domains that themselves depend on the status of
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What is the implication?

•

Decrease eﬃciency of oxidative resynthesis of ATP, due to
a shift of substrate utilization from carbohydrates to lipids

•

The energy equivalent of O2 decreases

-

the metabolic energy produced when 1 mL O2 is taken
up by the body decreases

Vernillo et al., Eur J Appl Physiol, 2014; Vernillo et al., Front Physiol, 2016

Determinants of ultra-endurance
running performance
Brüeckner et al., Eur J Appl Physiol, 1991
Nicol et al., Scand J Med Sci Sport, 1991
Kyröläinen et al., Eur J Appl Physiol, 2000
Nicol et al., Scand J Med Sci Sport, 1991
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Determinants of ultra-endurance
running performance
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Millet et al., J Appl Physiol, 2012

Running economy and ultraendurance running

RER and ultra-trail

• To optimize other factors
associated with lowintensity endurance

• Runners choose strategies
that lead to a deteriorated
economy in ultramarathons

Millet et al., J Appl Physiol, 2012

Vernillo et al., J Sports Sci, 2015

Vernillo et al., Front Physiol, 2017

Methodological limitations

Determinants of ultra-endurance
running performance

1. Specific conditions of the ultra-marathon need to be
considered when designing the study protocol
2. Running economy changes between pre- and post-race
should be consistent across individuals
3. Adequate familiarization sessions
4. Inserting a control group to reduce biased interpretations

Vernillo et al., Front Physiol, 2017

Factors affecting running economy

based on Millet et al., J Appl Physiol, 2012

Factors affecting running economy
Physiology

Biomechanics
Increased mechanical cost

1. Higher utilization of fat as
an energy substrate
2. Increased muscle
damage
3. Greater neural input to the
muscles

Saunders et al., Sports Med, 2004

RUNNING
ECONOMY

•
•
•

Stride parameters

•

Changes in horizontal
velocity during ground
contact (i.e. braking)

•

Trunk and pelvis orientation
(i.e. posture)

Lower limb angles
Vertical displacement of the
body

Determinants of ultra-endurance
running performance

Relationship EMG levels and
VO2

DYNAMIC
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MEASUREMENTS

1. Greater neural input to the
muscle is required to produce
the same resultant force
2. Linear relationship between
EMG levels and VO2
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contraction
is recruitment
of additional
motor units, rather
than increasing
firing frequency.
For forces less than about 75 % MVC the relationship
beRecently, however, in an elegant study of the behavior of
tween EMG and force was observed in these experiments
to
motor units during voluntary
isometric contractions
of the
be linear. Can this linearity
be accounted
for on the basis
first dorsal interosseus muscle of the finger, Mimer-Brown,
of the physiological
events from which they are derived?
Stein, and Yemm (19) observed a continuous
linear change
The strength
of a muscle contraction
can be graded
in firing frequency from the threshold
recruitment
force up
either by varying the firing frequency of each active motor
to 2-kg tension (about 50 % MVC).
Moreover,
by comparing
unit orby varying the number of motor units that are active.
these rates with the twitch tensions of motor units obtained
Measurements
of integrated
EMG cannot distinguish
beby signal averaging
(20) they estimated that at about 50 %
tween them. In isolated nerve-muscle
preparations,
it has
MVC
all the available
motor units must have been rebeen shown that within the physiological
range the tension
cruited
so that forces above this level must have been
exerted is directly proportional
to the frequency of stimulabrought
about by rate coding alone. Surprisingly
they did
tion until near maximum
tetanic frequency
is reached (1,
not observe any consistent change in the initial firing rate
9). This is also true for artificially
stimulated
intact human
between units recruited
at different force levels.
muscles (6). Thus changes in stimulus. frequency would lead
The discrepancy
between
these results and those obto a linear relationship
between recorded EMG and exerted
tained by earlier workers may perhaps depend either on the
force in a population
of muscle fibers of uniform size.
type of muscle used or on the way the contraction
is made.
Although
considerable
ranges in firing frequency
have
In muscles in which there are relatively few motor units such
Gianluca
Vernillo, PhD
been reported
within muscles during voluntary
contraction
as the dorsal interosseus muscles recruitment
alone may not
(2, 6, 12), several studies have shown that there appears togianluca.vernillo@gmail.com
provide
sufficiently
fine adjustment
of force levels. In
be relatively
little change in frequency of individual
motor
muscles with very large numbers of motor units and a wide
units when the strength of the contraction
is varied over the
range of motor unit sizes small increments
of force change
total force range (3, 6, 12). Individual
motor units are
could be brought
about by recruitment
alone with little
recruited
at different
threshold
forces and start firing at a change
of frequency.
Such an arrangement
would
be
frequency
proportional
to that force. With further increase
particularly
suitable for postural
muscles since the energy
in tension, some increase in frequency
of firing may occur
cost of maintaining
a given force is lower in a tetanic conbefore attainment
of a steady rate (6, 12). The greatest
traction than when produced
by a series of unfused twitches.
change in frequency
occurs in those motor units recruited
A difference in behavior of this sort might be brought about
first whose threshold
is lowest (< 25 % MVC).
The higher
by differences in the number
and distribution
of recurrent
the tension threshold for recruitment
of the unit, the higher
collaterals
in the two types of motoneuron
pools.
is its lowest firing frequency and the narrower
is its frequency
In most of the experiments
reporting
little change of
range 2017
(12). Between 25 % and 75 % MVC, little change in
Vernillo et al, Front Physiol,
frequency of individual
motor units at diRerent force levels,
frequency of individual
motor units seems to occur. Thus it
the frequencies
have been measured
during
a series of
appears from these studies that the major
physiological
steady-state
isometric
contractions.
On the other hand,
mechanism
employed for increasing the force of a voluntary
DISCUSSION

Why is the running economy
important in ultra-endurance running?
1. The intrinsic nature is that of ultra-endurance
performance

2. Better understanding of the limits of the adaptive
responses of the human body

3. Performance optimization
• To optimize strategies that lead to a deteriorated
economy in ultra-marathons…
• …in order to contrast/compensate their deleterious
effect of the economy itself
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